
 

 

 

 

Newsletter November 2020 

Hello Pickleballers! 

Well we are coming to the end of a very turbulent year with Covid 19 causing havoc all 
around the globe. We have been lucky in Australia especially in Queensland to minimise 
the effects on all our lives.  
  
We are coming up to very important day for our club on Sunday 6th December we will 
hold our ‘Annual General Meeting’ and I would encourage all members to make the effort 
and come along to the meeting, contribute and have your say or listen to the ideas put 
forward to our Club going forward. Also on that day we will have our own ‘Club 
Tournament’ and incorporate our Christmas party on the day:-  
  

Sunday 6th December timetable  

• 9am -9.15am player warm-up  

• 9.15am - 11.00am qualifying rounds for the 4 Divisions  

• 11.00am -11.30am - Annual General Meeting 

• 11.30am -12md lunch (players please bring your own food and drinks, due to 
Government School ground rules, there can be no sharing of food due to Covid 
19)  

• 12.00 md -  Finals   (N.B all players will qualify for the finals) 

 
We hope to finish by 2pm and I would encourage everyone to stick around and watch the 
finals it will be a great ending to a very active and fun year.  
 

If you can’t make it for the whole day see if you can make it to the AGM 
 

  



 

 

 
Well who would had thought we would be where we are now as a Club. Just 10 months 
ago we were looking for a home and had a small core group of players, playing socially. 
Covid struck the country and the world and no play was allowed for 3 months due to 
isolation.  
 
We now have turned Redlands Pickleball Club into the one of the biggest clubs in the 
country. We have 72 members and growing, we’ve improved our playing conditions with 
new lights and court improvements, repaired the roof for those rainy days, held our first 
club championships. Our playing sessions (with up to 50 players in attendance) are the 
biggest in the country. The club is a tight knit group of players, keeping fit, having fun and 
displaying a high level of sportsmanship.  
  
The reason our young club has so much potential is due to it’s great members. Like, Dixie 
Dynamite Bennett, who donated the proceeds of many hours hard work making Christmas 
decorations to sell to our members. Well done Dynamite, you’re a champion indeed. 
 

Welcome new players  

• Darren Felmingham 

• Billinda Smith 

• Di Cameron  

• Phil O’Gorman 

• Ian Young 

  
To secure a booking to play in our regular Wednesday night and Sunday morning sessions 
it’s important that you respond to my texts for each the relevant session. I’ve had a few 
people trying to book for a couple weeks ahead of time or prior to the text being sent. I’m 
sorry to say that I am only running one booking session at a time as it becomes too 
complicated and time consuming for one person otherwise.  
 
If you have a friend or a new player you want to bring along it’s important you let me know, 
that way I can make sure I can work them to our playing sessions and also organise some 
one on one coaching for them. 
  
We have recently introduced something different the “Fair Dinkum Round” at our regular 
sessions during the week. It’s where players from both sides can only win points with non-
aggressive shots or the other team errors. It is designed to give everyone the confidence 
to come to the net and try to tactically out play the other team . The response from players 
has been very favourable.  
  
Our biggest representation of players registered to play the Qld Pickleball Championships 
later in November from the 27th to the 29th - Good luck Go Team  
 
 

Registrations are now open for our tournament on Sunday 6th Dec send Ron a 
text on 0417152133 



 

 

 
 

Food for thought ! 
  
**This tip allows for discussion** 
  
You and your teammate each ought to be making 50% of the errors. If not, position 
yourselves in a way so that you are each making approximately 50% of the errors.  
  
This is advice, not a rule. But it is wise to take some time to consider what this means. 
  
If one player on your team is making a high percentage of errors, it's probably a good idea 
for the other player to cover some more court to alleviate some of that pressure.  
  
While it's common for many players to get upset at their teammate for "encroaching" or 
"invading" their space, or "their side" of the court, consider this – there is no such thing 
as "my side" and "your side"’. The court ought to be viewed as "our" court and we cover 
each other. With this theory in mind, it makes total sense for player A to cover more space 
while player B can cover less space.  
  
The geometry of the court suggests an even split between teammates. However, the 
conditions can override the geometry in certain cases. In this case, player B is making too 
many errors compared to player A. It is then appropriate to go against the geometry of the 
court and allow player A more freedom to help player B. By how much? As much as it 
takes until the error rate is closer to 50/50.  
  
Obviously, there are exceptions to this advice. For example, one player is aggressive while 
the other is passive. Some players will naturally take more risks than others. But I believe 
it is a great general rule of thumb to follow for when one player is struggling and making a 
majority of the mistakes. 
  
Each player ought to be making 50% of the errors. If they aren't, allow the player not 
making errors to cover more court; as much is required to even out the errors between 
teammates. 
 
Most improved player of the month goes to Neill “Nailed It” Stromberg. Neill’s all-
round game and strategy has improved to make him one of the strongest players in the 
club. Neill is also very approachable for anyone looking to improve their game.  

Congratulations and well-done Neill 
 

A big congratulations to June Hagar who has just become a grandmother again!! 
  



 

 

 
 

Pickleball Rules – The Basics 
  
When you are new to Pickleballer and step on the court for the first time, you should at 
least know the most basic of the rules. It is advisable to read the rule book as well, because 
it is amazing how many people make rules up .If you intend to play at different venues, 
knowing the correct rules will give you the confidence to stand up and say what is correct 
and what is not. Everything written here refers to the 2020 rule book. Download to your 
phone for reference if needed. 
 

The Serve 
Way too many people even after being taught how to serve the correct way, choose to 
serve the incorrect way. If this is you, stop it! Practise the correct way to get out of your 
bad habits. 

• The serve is a down to up motion; 
• The highest part of the paddle must not be higher than the wrist when you 

hit the ball; 
• You must not hit the ball any higher than your navel (waist); 
• Your foot/feet must not touch the baseline or the imaginary lines that extend 

from the middle service line and the sideline; 
• Wait until the receiver is in a ready position before you serve; 
• If the serve clears the net or hits the net and then touches the receiver or 

the receiver’s partner, it is a point to the serving team; 
• If the ball hits the top of the net and falls into the service court, a let is called. 

This is the only time a let or multiple ‘lets’ can be called during a game; 
• If the ball hits the top of the net and falls into the non-volley zones (NVZ 

or kitchen) then it is a fault; 
• If the ball hits the net and touches the NVZ line, it is a fault; 
• If the ball clears the net and touches the NVZ line, it is a fault; 
• A person with a physical disability, such as having the use of only one arm, 

may bounce the ball before making the service motion; 
• The serving side MUST call the score so everyone can hear it before the 

serve has commenced. In a tournament, it is a fault if you do not call the 
score so get in the habit of doing it; and 

• Once the score has been called, the server is allowed 10 seconds to serve 
the ball. 

 
Two Bounce Rule 

After the serve, the first bounce is at the receiving end (return of serve), then the second 
bounce is after the return of serve at the serving end; after that you are able to hit on the 
full (volley), excluding if you are standing in the non-volley zone (Kitchen) of course. 
 
 
 



 

 

Faults 
       •     Opponents cannot question a call against them. We realise this is frustrating when 
it is obvious the ball is in, but it is in the rules; 
       •     When there is doubt if the ball is in or out, then it is in. The opposing side cannot 
call the ball in their favour unless the opponents ask for a call if they both did not see 
where the ball landed. You are not permitted to replay the serve or the point due to 
indecision of in or out; 
       •     You are now permitted (new 2020 rule) to call a fault against yourself when the 
opponents call in your favour. This is also a sign of good sportsmanship for you to do this; 
       •     If one partner calls the ball in and the other partner calls the ball out, then it is in; 
       •     A fault must be called promptly using a word such as ‘OUT’ or using a hand 
gesture; 
       •     All lines are in if the ball makes contact, unless for the non-volley zone line (kitchen 
line) as if the ball touches this line during service, then it is called out; 
       •     Players may call NVZ faults and service foot faults on the opponent’s side of the 
court. If there is any disagreement among players about the called fault, a replay shall 
occur; and 
       •     Different clubs have ‘club rules’ when it comes to replaying serves and points. We 
believe in the situation of things such as poles and very close fencing, when it is impossible 
to especially return a serve, then a let is called and the serve is replayed. Unfortunately, 
other clubs do not do this and it used as a tactic of their game. Very unsportsmanlike play 
in our opinion. 

Lines 
All lines are in, excluding the NVZ line for the serve. If the ball hits the NVZ line for serve 
it is a fault. If the balls hits the middle line for the serve, it is in. 
If you cannot see a distinct space between the ball and the line, the ball is in. If the ball 
touches any part of the line, it is in. This is an amended 2020 rule. 
If the server’s foot touches the baseline during service, it is a fault. If the server stands on 
or outside the imaginary service lines, then it is a fault. 
 

Hinderance and Distraction 
You can request to replay a point when: 
       •     a ball from another court rolls onto your court and causes possible danger or 
obstruction to play; 
       •     a player from another court runs onto your court; 
       •    an item, insect, or any other foreign object lands on your court or onto you. 
Example an annoying fly around your head; or 
       •     a person walks closely past where you or your opponents are playing.  
 
You will be awarded the point if: 
       •     an opponent yells ‘OUT’ or something similar as you are about to hit the ball so 
you leave the ball, then ball falls in. Good sportsmanship is to replay the point if the 
opponent made the ‘OUT’ call in genuine error. It is common for beginners to call ‘OUT’ 
when they serve. Sometimes the wind may change the direction of the ball and the ball 
blows in the court. 

Changing Ends 
During social play you usually do not change ends, however it is nice to do so when one 
end gives an advantage over the other end. Example: wind, playing surface, sun, lighting. 
When playing to 11 change ends at 6, 15 change ends at 8, 21 change at 11. 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 

Ball Contact 
       •     Do not catch the ball if you are the receiving side when the ball has been served 
and the ball is going out. This includes the non-receiving player. A fault will be called 
against you; 
       •     If the server hits the non-receiving player, then the serving side receives a point; 
       •     If the ball hits your body or paddle during play and does not go over the net, then 
the point will be called against you; 
       •     The ball must make contact with any part of the paddle to be in play Non-Volley 
Zone (NVZ or Kitchen); 
       •     You are permitted to be in the NVZ any time you like and for as long as you like, 
however, you can only hit the ball after it bounces in this NVZ (Rule 9.4 – 9.H); 
       •     If you hit a volley outside of the NVZ and fall or run into the NVZ due to momentum, 
this is a fault; 
       •     If you hit a volley and your foot is touching the NVZ line, this is a fault; 
       •     If you hit a volley and are about to fall into the NVZ, your partner may grab you to 
stop you falling in; 
       •     You are permitted to reach into the air space of the NVZ without standing in the 
NVZ to hit a volley; 
       •     If a player has touched the NVZ for any reason, that player cannot volley a return 
until both feet have made contact with the playing surface completely outside the NVZ. A 
manoeuvre such as standing within the NVZ, jumping up to hit a volley, and then landing 
outside the NVZ is a fault; 
       •     It is a fault if the player’s momentum causes the player to contact anything that is 
touching the NVZ, including the player’s partner in the NVZ; and 
       •     It is a fault even if the ball is declared dead before the player contacts the NVZ. 
 

Paddle Tapping 
There is NO RULE to how you tap paddles at the end of the game. It is personal 
preference, however if you choose to do the paddle face tap, then please do it softly. Do 
not get bullied into believing that the handle tap is the only way! 
 
 
Great to see the outside courts are now water and weather-proof, the roof repairs have 
now been completed come rain or shine Pickleball will not be affected in the future. 
 
A special thanks to Jan Doran who has been working on our Club T-Shirts. Jan has been 
tick-tacking with the manufacturer for some weeks now in order to source a good value, 
quality type fabric which is breathable and suitable for our hot climate. And finally when all 
was in order impacts have been felt with delivery of sample products for perusal by 
members. It is hoped that samples and size charts will be available for members to review 
and try at the AGM in early December. It is hoped to keep the cost to $30 per shirt. The 
following women’s sample will give members an idea of what Jan has been working so 
hard to achieve for us. 
 



 

 

 
 
 
 

Coming in 2021 Redland Pickleball Club Events 
 

• Battle of the sexes 

• Australia vs Rest if the World  

• State of Origin  

• Team challenge 

  

 

Ron Jackson, President, Redlands  Pickleball Club In. Phone: 0417152133 

 


